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T E S T S  O P  K E R R  S T E A M  T U R B I N E  
W I T H  S A T U R A T E D  S T E A M
I History and Early Development.
Rotation in the steam turbine is caused by particles of 
steam acting upon suitable formed surfaces attached to the 
rotating part of the machine. Steam consists of very small part­
icles or molecules posessing mass, and the heat in the steam 
may be caused to impart high velocities to its own particles.
When a substance, such as steam or water, flows through a noz­
zle and has its motion accelerated during the flow, a reaction 
occurrs opposite in direction of the flow and tends to move 
the nozzle. The first mechanical devices handed down by his­
tory to make use of the above principles were described in 
Hero's celebrated work " Spiritalia Seu Pneumatica" about 120 
B.C.
Perhaps the most interesting of Hero's apparatus is the 
reaction type of turbine. It consisted of a boiler, above which 
was mounted a sphere upon two trunnions which served both as 
turning axes and passages for steam to the sphere. At the equator 
were two bent tubes such that issuing steam reacted upon the 
sphere and caused it to revolve about the trunnions.
Hero’s reaction-turbine.
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The next turbine of the impulse type was invented by 
Branca in 1629. This type may be considered as a forerunner of 
the De Laval turbine. It consisted simply of a Jet of steam im­
pinging upon vanes of a paddle wheel and blowing it around.
These earliest forms of turbine were not made of any size,and 
were used simply as toys, or by the priests to drive so called 
magical apparatus where high speed was desirable.
Mr. Rankine states that Mr. Ruthven brought a Hero turbine 
into use to a limited extent many years ago, in Scotland; and that 
Mr. Gorman constructed an inward flow turbine to operate 
a Glaco saw mill, obtaining as high an efficiency as a non­
condensing steam engine. Prom 120 B.C. to the nineteenth century, 
it is surprising to see how little had been accomplished in the 
development of steam turbines. Its long dormant state may be 
attributed to serveral causes,the chief of wjjich was the exceeding­
ly high speed at which the steam turbine ran. The speed was 
too high for all practical purposes. The coming of the dynamo 
electrical machinery about twenty five years ago,and the de­
velopment of electrical and mechanical engineering created a 
demand for good engines suitable for the direct connected dynamo 
and fast running machinery. This period gave the turbine an im­
petus, and is reckoned as the date of new birth.
Branca’s impulse-turbine.
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The main problem which the steam turbine designer must solve 
Is to decrease the revolutions per minute to a practical value, 
taking into account the necessary constructive limitations and 
the economy of operation. Just what speed is practicable must 
be chiefly determined by the dynamo design and the demands for 
the alternating current machine. In Europe the very general 
cycle of fifty alternations per second gives the choice between 
3000 and 1500 R.P.M. for the two and four pole machines respec­
tively. The majority of dynamo designers are of the opinion that 
units of about 1000 K.W. should not exceed 1500 R. P.M. The 
length of drum,the difficulty of mass balancing, and the high 
sliding velocity of the heavily loaded dynamo bearings make 
the construction of high speed machines seem a very difficult 
problem, for the solution of which no results of any known ex­
periments are at hand.
The most practical means of keeping down the speed is 
the application of stage expansions of which Parsons is the 
successful originator. In 1884, preliminary experiments were 
conducted by C.A. Parsons at the Gates- head-on- Tyne, England, 
with the view of dealing practically with the turbine question, 
and ascertaining by actual trial the conditions of working, equi­
librium of shafts and bearings at such high speeds as are es­
sential in steam turbines. Trial shafts were made and run by 
belts to the exceedingly high speed of 40,000 R.P.M.at which 
speed no difficulty was experienced providing that a certain amount 
of elasticity was provided for in the bearings and also an ample
amount of lubricant.
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In the same year ( 1884 )f a ten horse power turbine and a 
modified dynamo wer« designed and constructed for a working 
speed of 18000 R.P.M. This machine proved to be practically 
successful, and subsequently ran for some years. It is now 
in the South Kensington museum.
In 1883 De Laval made the first successful steam turbine, 
using it in direct connection with the shaft of a cream sep­
arator manufactured in this country by the De Laval Separator 
Company. This,his first turbine, in design and construction 
a reaction wheel, was,however, soon replaced by one of the Branca 
or impact type. In 1889 De Laval patented his improved form of 
Branca's turbine wheel and since that time it has continually 
been improved as have all other forms of turbines. In the 
last few years new patents, Improvements,and also patenters and 
inventors have become more numerous.
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II fundamental Principles of Kerr Turbine.
The Kerr steam turbine is a multi-stage, bucket and nozzle 
impulse type, each stage consisting of a sex of nozzles and a 
bucket wheel with double cup buckets set in its periphery. This 
type of turbine utilizes the principle involved in the well known 
pelton water wheel which has been used very successfully under 
high heads of water. The object of the designers to use the 
pelton type of bucket was to obtain a nearly complete reversal 
in direction of the jet of steam in order to transform the kinet­
ic energy into mechanical energy to do useful work in turning 
the shaft.
If steam of a high pressure is expanded in a properly 
constructed nozzle to atmospheric pressure it attains a velocity 
from 3000 to 4000 feet per second. In order to properly utilize 
the energy of the high pressure steam it is necessary to make 
a number of drops in pressure from stage to stage each of such 
an amount as will produce a steam velocity in each stage pro­
portional to the peripheral velocity of the bucket wheel against 
which it works.
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III Construction & Operation.
This type of turbine consists of six stages encased in sec­
tional casing of oast iron ( 18" inside diam. ) The shell or 
cylinder is made up of a steam end casting and an exhaust end 
casting, between which the diaphragms are held by through bolts. 
Each diaphragm contains twelve slightly diverging nozzle bodies 
which are riveted into the diaphragm casting, but the nozzles 
themselves are removable.
The governor which is of the centrifugal type is moun­
ted on the end of the shaft and rotates with it. The movement 
of the governor weights, which are of semi-annular section, is 
effected by a knife edge and rolling contact.
The spindle or rotor of the Ke: r turbine is made up of 
a steel shaft upon which are mounted the bucket wheels. These 
bucket wheels are machined from flanged steel and are slotted 
to receive the buckets which are secured in place by dove tailed 
slots into which the shanks of the buckets are inserted and riveted.
The bearings are made of bronze and are of the well known 
ring oiling type. While there is little thrust on the rotor of the 
turbine a suitable thrust bearing is provided in connection with 
the exhaust end of the bearing which locates the bucket wheels 
in their correct position with reference to the nozzle.
With full steam pressure at the throttle valve, from 
five to ten seconds are required to reach full speed from rest.
The R.P.M. of the turbine can be varied ten percent by adjustment 
of the governor. The variation of speed from one quarter to 
one and one quarter load was not more than three or four percent.
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IV Object of Test.
The object of these tests was to determine the effect of 
vacuum upon the economy of a turbine designed to run non-condensing 
and also to obtain a commercial test.
V Method of Conducting Tests.
In order to make a commercial test, it was thought advisable 
to run a series of tests at quarter ,half, three quarter, full, 
and overload for two hours each.
A short preliminary test was run before starting the 
tests proper. In this test it was purposed to get everything in 
good running order. All readings were taken and the data was 
figured in order to obtain an idea of what might be expected.
The tests proper were begun with the turbine operating 
under constant conditions. Readings were taken every five 
minutes and were as follows:
Temperatures in the different stages.
" Steam entering the turbine
" " leaving " "
" " i n  throttling calorimeter.
" Water entering condenser.
" " leaving "
" Condensed steam
Steam pressures in the different stages.
" " at entrance to turbine.
" " " exit from "
Vacuum pressure in condenser.
Weight of condensed water.
R.P.M.
Load on scales.
The load on the scales was kept constant by adjusting the friction 
of the pulley brake .
VI Economy Under Different Conditions.
(1) Non- condensing.
The non-condensing tests were made at one quarter,one half
three quarters and maximum load. The R.P.M. was kept at 3600
by regulating the governor. The inlet pressure for the different
loads varied from 58.2 #  to 146 #. At one quarter load ( Seesteam
pp 17,26) the steam consumption was 71 #  per hour, withAentering 
the first stage at 58.2 pounds. At one half load, ( See pp 19,27 ) 
the steam consumption was 50.8 pounds per hour, with initial pres­
sure of 84 pounds. Prom the pages Just referred to,the steam 
consumption is noticed to decrease 28.4 $ while the steam 
pressure increases 45 ^ . The steam consumptions*for three quarter 
and full load were respectively 44.5 and 39.8 pounds per hour.
(2) Condensing.
While running condensing,tests were made at the same loads 
as in the non-condensing test,with the exception of a small ad­
ditional overload. The highest vacuum obtainable during these 
tests v/as 16” Hg. This vacuum is lower than usually obtained in 
actual operation, but is sufficient for the puppose of comparison 
as stated above. The quality of the steam at different loads v/as
fairly dry, varying between 97.5$ and 100$.
With one quarter of rated load and with steam at 42# 
pressure the turbine had a water rate of 50.3# per hour.
This shows a decrease in the water rate of 20.7 #  or 29.2 $ 
over the water rate at one quarter load non-condensing.
At full load with initial pressure of 130.5 pounds, the 
steam consumption was 35.2 #  per hour. As compared to the same 
load non-condensing, the water rate was decreased 4.6 pounds or 
15 $, while the initial pressure shows a decrease of 5.5 pounds
or 3.7 $. The steam consumption at 1.16 overload was 35.2 pounds,
*
being the same as for full load. This long and nearly horizontal 
curve ( water rate-load curve ) between one half and overload 
is a special feature of turbine performance,and well adapts 
it to the generation of electricity. ( See curve sheet No. 11 )
Pages 17-30 inclusive give results of tests in tabulated 
and graphical form, from which the economy for different condit­
ions can be readily compared. Accompanying each data sheet 
are curves showing the relations of temperatures and pressures 
in the different stages.
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VII Economy Compared with Builder's Rating.
On page 41 curves are plotted showing the steam consump­
tion for different loads, both non-condensing and condensing.
The lowest curve was plotted directly from specifications for 
this turbine, furnished by the Kerr Turbine Company. This turbine 
as shown by specifications v/as designed to run non-condensing 
with initial steam pressure of 150 pounds and 3600 R.P.M. In ob­
taining data for the tests, only 146 pounds was available and 
with this preHPur*,only full load could be obtained while running 
condensing.
The economy as compared with builder's rating varies 
greatest at one quarter load and least at full load viz.: a dif­
ference of 20.7 pounds and 5.4 pounds of steam per Jiour respect­
ively. The curves seem to agree closely when running condensing, 
the greatest variation again being at one quarter load and least 
at frill load, which were respectively 9 and .9 pounds.
These tests were made very carefully with special at­
tention to bearings, adjustment of governor, etc. On account 
of lack of knowledge concerning builder's tests etc. no dis­
cussion of the differences is practicable.
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VIII conclusions.
It is seen that although the turbine was designed to run 
non-condensing, greater economy is procured even with as low 
a vacuum as 16 inches. The effect of vacuum upon economy is more 
marked when the turbine is running under rated load with maximum 
effect at quarter load and gradually decreasing to full load, 
as shown on page
The steam consumption of the Kerr turbine will compare 
favorably with reciprocating engines of the same capacity working 
under the same conditions . It is especially adapted to driving 
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